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Development of a high-pressure Ti-Mn based hydrogen storage alloy for hydrogen compression
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Abstract

This work focuses on the selection and development of high-pressure Ti-Mn based alloy for a domestic 2-stage Metal Hydride Hydrogen Compressor (MHHC) capable of compressing hydrogen from 15 bar to over 350 bar with a maximum operating temperature of 130 °C. Thermodynamic, kinetics and hydrogen storage characteristics of Ti-Mn based alloy were shown to be very sensitive to the alloy's composition. Stability of the hydride phase could be significantly reduced by increasing the Mn content of the alloy and contracting the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume, therefore meeting the required thermodynamic for the target MHHC. The structure and hydrogen capacity of the alloy remained almost constant even after 1000 hydrogen absorption and desorption cycles at room temperature. A significant reduction in the hydrogen absorption plateau slope of the modified high-pressure alloy was achieved by increasing the C14 Laves phase proportion. As a result, effective improvement in the hydrogen sorption kinetics of the modified alloy was observed with most of the hydrogen ab/desorbed in less than 5 min. Although compositional modification showed to be beneficial for lowering the hydrogen absorption plateau slope in high-pressure alloys, the level of hysteresis seemed to be mainly dominated by the alloys thermodynamic.
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1. Introduction

The Thermochemical properties of metal hydrides extend their application, beyond just a hydrogen storage medium, to those where a secondary effect such as gas compression, heat pumping or heat generation is important [1]. For example, the application of metal hydrides for gas compression was reported since the early 1970’s [2,3], where the temperature dependence of hydride formation plateau pressure was used to compress hydrogen. Also, there has been significant interests in metal hydrides as heat pumps for heating/cooling and heat transformer systems [1].

Development of high-pressure hydrogen storage tanks for fuel cell vehicles [4], has generated the need for an efficient and reliable hydrogen compression method. Metal Hydride Hydrogen Compressors (MHHCs) can be coupled to low-pressure hydrogen sources such as hydrogen electrolysers to produce high-pressure hydrogen. In MHHCs hydrogen interacts with a hydride forming metal, alloy or intermetallic compound at low pressure and temperature to form a metal hydride. Subsequently, an increase in the metal hydride temperature, increases the hydrogen absorption equilibrium pressure allowing hydrogen to be released at higher pressures, the level of which depends on the particular thermodynamic properties of the metal hydride [5,6]. The hydrogen absorption and desorption process are repeated in MHHCs via a cyclic temperature swing operation to produce high-pressure hydrogen [1]. A thorough review of the MHHCs operation and the process requirements was given by Lototskyy et al. [7].

Depending on the required hydrogen pressure and the operation temperature, a single stage or a multistage MHHC can be designed [7]. Specific MHHC’s operational parameters (such as maximum hydrogen pressure, hydrogen delivery rate, working temperature range)
can be scaled to meet user requirements. Besides scalability, MHHCs offer a number of advantages such as simplicity in design and operation, the absence of moving parts, possibility of exploiting waste heat, safety, reliability and silent operation making them interesting alternatives to mechanical compressors or more recently developed alternatives such as electrochemical and ionic liquid hydrogen compressors [7,13,14]. Although recent techno-economic analyses [15,16] predicted only a marginal lower capital cost for MHHCs compared to the mechanical compressors, MHHCs suggested to benefit from the significantly lower operation and maintenance costs with the possibility to achieve even more operational cost reduction by using waste heat. Several cost reduction and performance improvement methods for MHHCs are also proposed and the economic feasibility of the large-scale MHHCs are demonstrated for specific systems [16,17].

Materials selection is a crucial element in the MHHCs design as efficient performance of MHHCs strongly depends on the properties of the selected hydrides. The possibility of modifying metal hydrides properties is challenging due to the strict material requirements imposed by MHHCs, such as appropriate thermodynamic properties to achieve the required hydrogen compression ratio within the available working temperature, high reversible hydrogen capacity, fast kinetics, low plateau slope and low hysteresis. In addition, the selected materials should show tolerance to impurity gases, retain the desired hydrogen storage properties during numerous cycles and offer scalability at an affordable cost [7,18].

The ability to modify the thermodynamic properties of transition metal AB$_2$ alloys makes them appealing hydrogen storage materials. As a result, Laves phase AB$_2$ intermetallic alloys with extended compositional homogeneity ranges which crystallise in cubic (MgCu$_2$, C15) or hexagonal (MgZn$_2$, C14 and MgNi$_2$, C36) type structures [19] have been studied for high-
pressure hydrogen compression applications. Deviations from AB2 stoichiometry are associated with the occurrence of vacancies in the lattice, substitution of substoichiometric atom positions by superstoichiometric atoms in the structure, and occupation of interstitial sites by superstoichiometric atoms [20, 21]. Moreover, additional alloying elements can be readily substituted on one or both atomic sites in most Laves phases [22]. Ti-Mn based AB2 type Laves phase alloys are of particular interests as materials for hydrogen compression application as they offer acceptable hydrogen storage capacity at room temperature (~2 wt%), good hydrogen ab/desorption kinetics, good cycling properties, easy activation and low cost. However, these alloys suffer from poor plateau characteristics at desirable working pressures due to the sloping plateau and a relatively large hysteresis [23–26]. The effects of varying the Ti/Mn content and transition metals substitutions (multi-component alloys) on the structure, hydrogen capacity, plateau pressures, hydrogen ab/desorption kinetics and cyclic stability of the Ti-Mn based Laves phase have been investigated [27, 28]. It was noted [27, 29] that Ti-Mn Laves phase alloys with Ti concentrations above 36 at.% can readily absorb hydrogen at room temperature without a requirement for any activation process. However, the amount of desorbed hydrogen was reduced for Ti content above 40 at.% due to the formation of very stable TiH2 phase. Optimum hydrogen storage performance was reported by enhancing the stability of the C14 Laves phase during hydrogenation and adjusting lattice constants of the C14 Laves phase in off-stoichiometry TiMn1.5 alloy [17]. In other studies, the hydrogen storage properties of the Ti-Mn based multi-component alloys were observed to be greatly influenced by the substitution of transition metals and variation of the alloy’s composition [30, 31]. In particular, Ti-V-Mn alloys which mainly
consist of C14 Laves and BCC phases were proposed as suitable candidates for high-pressure application due to the high hydrogen storage capacity, fast kinetics, good cycling properties and easy activation [24,25]. Varying the alloy composition and the elemental substitution allowed the properties of Ti-V-Mn alloys to be tailored, although beneficial effects of these modifications appear difficult to predict. For example, whilst increasing V content improved the activation process and encouraged the formation of BCC phase, its substitution for Ti or Mn led to opposite effects on the hydrogen absorption plateau pressure [23,25,31–33]. Hydrogen storage properties of multi-component Ti-V-Mn based alloys were also studied following the substitution of transition metals either in A or B sites [23,31,32,34–39]. It was noted that [32,38,39] partial substitution of Ti by Zr, could increase the hydrogen capacity whilst lowering the hydrogen absorption plateau pressure. Substitution of other transition metals such as Cu, Cr, Ni, Fe, Mo, Nb, and Ta led to improved plateau slope and hysteresis, but their primary effect was on the hydrogen absorption plateau pressure [23,31,37,39]. Whilst, the Mn content seemed to be a dominant factor in determining the hydrogen absorption plateau pressure [38], transition metals could also effectively change the hydrogen absorption capacity and the plateau pressure of multi-component alloys by varying the C14 Laves phase cell volume [31,32,35,39]. In general, a decrease in hydrogen absorption plateau pressure can be expected by increasing the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume due to the creation of larger interstitial sites for hydrogen occupation, enhancing the hydride stability [40,41]. Hence, the structure and thermodynamic properties of these alloys appear to be closely related to their composition and therefore, compositional modification should be an effective method for modifying and tailoring their hydrogen storage properties.
In this study, we focused on the development of high pressure Ti-Mn based alloy as a 2\textsuperscript{nd} stage material for a domestic two-stage MHHC (compressing 600g hydrogen in 10 h from an inlet pressure of 15 bar to 350 bar within a working temperature range of room temperature to 130 °C) suitable for overnight refuelling the hydrogen vehicles. This will supply enough hydrogen for distance traveled (40 miles) by average car owners a day [42].

To accelerate the modification process, we initially altered the composition of the commercially available Ti-Mn based alloy and then fabricated the modified alloy from the elements. Considering a careful balance of the substituting elements, the effects of compositional modification on thermodynamics, kinetics, plateau characteristics and cyclic stability of the modified alloy are demonstrated and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

Ti-Mn based Laves phase hydrogen storage grade alloy was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Hydralloy C was purchased from GfE. Elemental Ti (sponge, 99.95%), V (pieces, 99.7%), Mn (pieces, 99.9%), Zr (sponge 99.5%), Cr (pieces, 99.995%), Fe (pieces, 99.99%) and Ni (powder, 99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Modified alloys were prepared by arc melting on a water-cooled copper crucible in an argon atmosphere which was purified by melting a sacrificial oxygen getter before melting the alloys. Alloys were pressed into pellets using an ATLAS automatic uniaxial press to produce a 2 g charge and arc melting current was kept at 70 A to minimise the risk of losing elements during the arc strike. Each alloy was rotated and melted at least three times to ensure the homogeneity. No heat treatment was performed on the fabricated alloys and they were crushed to a particle size of less than 50 µm.
Pressure Compositional Isotherm (PCI) measurements were performed under high purity hydrogen (99.99% from BOC) using a volumetric Sieverts-type system (Hiden Isochema HTPS-2). In-situ activation sequence was performed for all alloys (at least 5 times) before PCI measurement by heating the alloy to 300 °C and then admitting 100 bar H₂. Alloys were kept at this pressure for 4 h whilst cooling down to room temperature and vacuumed to approximately 10⁻⁶ mbar at the end of the sequence. Hydrogen absorption kinetic measurements were performed using the same system by dosing hydrogen and monitoring the pressure decrease in the dose volume. A static overpressure of 1.5 times higher than the plateau pressure of each alloy was applied to ensure enough driving force for hydrogen absorption and fully hydrogenating the alloy. The hydrogen pressure was rapidly removed by opening the dose volume to the vent before measuring the hydrogen desorption kinetic and then monitoring the pressure increase in the dose volume.

Cyclic hydrogen ab/desorption measurement was performed on the activated sample between 0.5 and 70 bar H₂ pressure at room temperature using another volumetric Sieverts-type system built by the Hydrogen Materials Group at the University of Birmingham.

Room temperature X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed using a Bruker D8–Advanced diffractometer with monochromatic CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). The XRD data was refined via a pseudo–Rietveld method with TOPAS Academic software [43] using published crystallographic information files (.cif) obtained from the Inorganic Crystal Systems Database [44].

Alloys composition were analysed by a Joel 6060 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with an INCA 300 Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS).
3. Results

3.1. Modification of commercial Ti-Mn based alloy

The XRD pattern of the commercial Ti-Mn based alloy is shown in Fig. 1. The alloy contains C14 Laves phase and FCC oxide phase \((A_3B_2O)\) where \(A=\text{Ti and Zr}\) and \(B=\text{Mn and V}\).

Precipitation of \(\eta\)-carbide type oxide \(A_3B_3O\), was reported in as-cast Zr\(_{0.75}\)Ti\(_{0.25}\)MnV alloy [36] and also observed in a number of studies on other Ti-Mn based alloys [24,25,33,37]. The detrimental effect of oxygen on the microstructure and therefore homogeneity of the C14 Laves phase [28] can substantially alter the hydrogen absorption properties of the alloy.

Structural refinement provides (Alloy 1 in Table 1) a phase abundance of 93% and 7% for the C14 Laves and FCC oxide phases respectively. The C14 Laves phase is the major hydrogen absorbing phase in this alloy hence the volume fraction should be maximised due to its favourable hydrogen absorption properties [29,35,36].

Compositional analysis by EDS, given in Table 1, indicates that the alloy contains a small amount of other substituting elements for \(A\) (Zr) and \(B\) (V, Fe, Cr) sites but their presence at such a scale should not encourage the formation of any new phase/s. In fact, up to 26 at.% V was reported [20,32] to dissolve in the TiMn\(_2\) C14 Laves phase without causing any structural changes. The large structural homogeneity region observed in Laves phase compounds originates from the capability of substitutional elements to occupy the atomic crystallographic positions of typical primary phase constituents [34]. Hence, thermodynamic and kinetic properties of Laves phase compounds may be tuned by the development of multicomponent off-stoichiometry \((B/A=2\pm x)\) alloys without inducing changes in the Laves phase structure.
The interactions between commercial Ti-Mn based alloy and hydrogen at various temperatures are shown by PCI measurements in Fig. 2. A single plateau for hydrogen absorption can be observed with the plateau slope increases with increasing the temperature. The room temperature slope factor of this alloy, which is given in Table 2, indicates a wide range of pressure (approximately 20-45 bar) is required to fully hydrogenate the alloy. Alloys with sloping plateau are not well suited to MHHCs as it can significantly reduce the hydrogen compression ratio [7]. In addition, a large hysteresis is usually observed in Laves phase alloys containing Mn [20]. Similarly, a relatively large hysteresis can be observed for this alloy (Table 2) implying additional energy consumption and reduced hydrogen compression efficiency in MHHC [7].

Room temperature hydrogen absorption and desorption kinetics of the commercial Ti-Mn based alloy is shown in Fig. 3. The hydrogen absorption kinetic for some AB$_2$ alloys were measured [45–47] and showed to be a function of pressure, temperature and the composition of the alloy. While the first 20% of hydrogen uptake is rapid in Alloy 1, a notable reduction in the rate of hydrogen absorption can be seen at this point, causing incomplete hydrogen absorption even after a prolonged hydrogen exposure. Furthermore, 60% of hydrogen can be rapidly (less than 2 min) released from the alloy after which the rate of hydrogen desorption becomes very slow.

The thermodynamic parameters for metal hydride formation can be estimated by the van’t Hoff equation [7,48,49]:

\[
\ln P = \frac{\Delta H}{RT} - \frac{\Delta S}{R} \tag{1}
\]

Where $P$ is the equilibrium pressure (atm) defined by the mid-point of the PCI plateau pressure between two inflection points, $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ are enthalpy and entropy changes of the
Using the van’t Hoff equation, $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ values of 25.8 kJ/mol H$_2$ and 110 J/Kmol were estimated (Table 2) for hydrogen desorption from commercial Ti-Mn based alloy. This implies a maximum hydrogen desorption pressure of slightly over 230 bar at the highest operation temperature (130 °C) of the target MHHC. Hence, the thermodynamics of the alloy should be modified to form a less stable hydride (with a higher plateau pressure) capable of delivering the intended higher hydrogen pressure (350 bar) at the maximum operating temperature.

Compositional modifications of the alloy were performed by elemental additions to the as-received Ti-Mn based alloy and the EDS results of the modified alloys are given in Table 1. Although compositional modifications may favour the formations of off-stoichiometry alloys, the structure of the alloys remains same except that Alloys 2 and 4 containing a small amount of BCC phase due to the increased V content [23–25]. Also, notable changes in the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume of the modified alloys can be observed in Table 1 following the compositional modifications. PCI measurements of the modified alloys (Supporting Information Fig. S1-S24 for PCI curves and XRD patterns) show substantial changes in the hydrogen absorption plateau pressures (Table 2) as a result of compositional modifications. An almost linear relationship between the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume and the plateau pressure of the studied alloys can be observed in Fig. 4, confirming the significant effect of C14 Laves phase unit cell volume on the thermodynamics of the alloys [40,41].

Thermodynamics, kinetics and PCI characteristics of the modified alloys are given in Table 2. Stability of the hydride phase seems to be decreased in Alloys 8 to 13, indicating the primary role of the Mn to destabilise the hydride phase [20,34,38,50]. Despite a lower hydrogen...
capacity of the Alloy 11 compared to the commercial alloy, it can be a suitable alloy for the high-pressure stage of the target MHHC because of its acceptable thermodynamic, fast kinetic and the lowest plateau slope observed amongst the studied alloys. In addition, it was noted that the activation process is significantly easier in this alloy possibly due to a small amount of V addition [23]. Also, it seems that thermodynamic destabilisation in Alloys 8 to 13 leads to an increased hysteresis (Table 2). This may be due to an increased level of strain during hydrogenation as a result of the contraction in C14 Laves phase unit cell volume [26] and therefore hysteresis and hydrogen capacity seem to be compromised for high-pressure alloys [30].

3.2 Modified alloy

To ensure the compositional uniformity and control of the scale-up process, the modified alloy (Alloy 14) was synthesised from elements according to the composition of Alloy 11. The XRD pattern of the Alloy 14 is shown in Fig. 5(a). The C14 Laves phase is the main phase observed with a small peak for the $A_3B_3O$ phase. In fact, structural refinement (Table 1) indicates that the proportion of C14 Laves phase in the Alloy 14 is approximately 99%. Minimising the oxide phase is particularly useful to promote the C14 Laves phase homogeneity and hydrogen absorption properties of the alloy. Compositional analysis of the Alloy 14 is given in Table 1, which indicates an increase in the B/A ratio (2.26) compared to Alloy 11. The increased B/A ratio of the Alloy 14 seems to slightly reduce the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume compared to the Alloy 11, possibly due to an increased Mn content at the expense of Ti.

PCI measurements (Fig. 6) show a single plateau for hydrogen absorption at various temperatures for the Alloy 14. The hydrogen absorption characteristics of the Alloy 14 are
also given in Table 2. While the room temperature slope factor of this alloy is lower compared to Alloy 11, it has a slightly higher hysteresis value due to lower thermodynamic stability (Table 2). The hydrogen capacity of Alloy 14 seems to be improved compared to Alloy 11, probably a result of less oxide phase content and the introduction of fewer impurities when synthesising the alloy from the elements. In addition, room temperature hydrogen absorption and desorption kinetics of the Alloy 14 is shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the Alloy 11 rapid rates for 80% hydrogen absorption (~3min) and desorption (less than 2 min) can be seen in the current experimental results.

Structural stability of the alloy is also crucial during the extended cyclic operation of MHHCs. Degradation of the alloy properties under high purity hydrogen is likely to happen as a result of intermetallic disproportionation which is a function of temperature and pressure [7]. The interaction between the alloying elements and hydrogen may be thermodynamically conducive to the formation of stable binary hydrides leading to lower hydrogen capacity. Nevertheless, a promising cyclic stability was reported for the AB$_2$ alloys after an extended cycling under hydrogen [51]. The reversible hydrogen storage capacity of the Alloy 14 as a function of hydrogen absorption/desorption cycles at room temperature is given in Fig. 8(a and b). While there is not a noticeable change in the hydrogen storage capacity of the Alloy 14 until 265 cycles, a slow reduction in the hydrogen storage capacity of the alloy is observed after this point and continues up to 655 cycles, which equals to 9% reduction in the overall hydrogen storage capacity (Fig. 8(b)). The hydrogen storage capacity of the alloy seems to become stable after 655 cycles and no further reduction can be observed up to 1007 cycles. The structure of the alloy after cycling is shown in Fig. 5(b). It is clear that the alloy retains its C14 Laves phase structure after cycling and the formation of
any new phase can not be observed. The small reduction in the hydrogen capacity observed
in Fig. 8(b), may originate from the impurities in the gas stream or limited pulverisation of
the alloy.

The speculative operation condition of the developed high-pressure alloy (Alloy 14) was
derived from thermodynamic values listed in Table 2. Figure 9 shows the operating
conditions for the target MHHC when the developed high-pressure alloy (2nd stage) is
combined with an alloy having a lower hydride formation pressure (1st stage). The proposed
1st-stage alloy (Hydralloy C, Supporting Information Fig. S25) can be fully hydrogenated
under an inlet pressure of 15 bar. Increasing the temperature of the 1st-stage alloy to 100 °C
will supply a hydrogen pressure of approximately 70 bar, which is more than 1.5 times
higher than the plateau pressure of the Alloy 14. This will ensure sufficient driving force at
room temperature for the full hydrogenation of the Alloy 14 and therefore maximising the
hydrogen productivity of the MHHC. The outlet hydrogen pressure of the MHHC will exceed
350 bar if the temperature of the 2nd-stage alloy increases to 130 °C (compression ratio >
23), hence meeting the operation temperature of the target MHHC.

Alloy 14 which it’s A-element is mainly consist of Ti can also offer a cost advantage over
the AB₅ alloys that are relying on expensive rare earth elements. In fact, the alloy
composition allows the use of low-cost ferrovanadium instead of expensive pure vanadium.
Nevertheless, the material cost in MHHCs is estimated [13] to be only about 2% of the
overall cost and therefore not the main criterion in the selection of metal hydride materials
compared to other important thermodynamics, kinetics and PCI characteristics.

4. However, the mass production of the developed alloy in this study may be difficult
as the alloy properties are very sensitive to the composition. Conventional melting
techniques may not be suitable for the mass production of this alloy due to the high melting point of the constituting element and the introduction of impurities. The author has successfully fabricated approximately 1 kg batches of the Alloy 14, using a Plasma furnace. Great metallurgical care was required to avoid the introduction of impurities and loss of Mn to achieve reproducible thermodynamics and kinetics properties. The appropriate melting process was established by two trial runs before melting the 1st batch with no further modification required afterward (Supporting Information, Fig. S26). **Discussion**

The present results show hydrogen storage properties of the modified alloys are strongly depending on alloy composition and structure. It has been proposed elsewhere that an increase in the B/A stoichiometric ratio of the AB2 alloys can increase the hydrogen sorption equilibrium pressure as a result of the contraction in the unit cell volume [52,53]. In fact, a direct relationship between the size of tetrahedral interstitial sites and thermodynamic properties of hydride formation in intermetallic compounds was proposed by Lundin et al. [40]. It was shown in the present work that increasing the Mn content of the alloy is the most effective method to destabilise the hydride phase by decreasing the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume. The contraction can be brought about by creating vacancies in the A sites and substitution of Mn for Ti/Zr in the A sites, both reducing in the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume. Alternatively, changes in the hydrogen sorption equilibrium pressure were also suggested to originate from electronic structure [39,46,47,52] and chemical affinity [35] of the alloys to hydrogen. Changes in the average electron density may influence the phase structure of the Laves phase and therefore, affecting the hydrogen sorption equilibrium pressure of the alloy. All the studied alloys retained their C14 structure, which may indicate...
that no significant changes in the electronic structure of the alloys have occurred. However, the impact of variation in chemical affinity on the hydrogen sorption equilibrium pressure seems to be a less significant factor. For example, Alloys 5-7 were modified by small additions of Ni, Cr and Fe, which have less chemical affinity to hydrogen compared to Mn used to modify Alloy 8, but form hydride phase at lower hydrogen absorption plateau pressures (\(\Delta H_{\text{formation}}\) are Ni: 9.2 kJ/mol H, Cr: 39.6 kJ/mol H, Fe: 30.3 kJ/mol H, and Mn: -1.9 kJ/mol H [54,55]). Hence, it seems that hydrogen sorption equilibrium pressure in these alloys is mainly dominated by the variation in the Laves phase unit cell volume.

Many studies [7,24,50,53,56] indicate chemical inhomogeneity as the origin of slopping plateaux during hydrogen sorption process. Chemical inhomogeneity can arise from the level of complexity of the alloy structure in terms of the number of existing phases, types and concentration of the modifying elements, compositional inhomogeneity and impurities. The overall relationship between the hydrogen absorption plateau slope and the C14 Laves phase concentration for the alloys containing two phases (C14 and A_3B_3O) is shown in Fig. 10. The slope of the hydrogen absorption plateau pressure generally seems to decline by increasing the C14 Laves phase proportion in the alloys. The formation of C14 Laves single phase region can be encouraged in alloys with high Mn content [36] and also an accurate control over the synthesising process, leading to a lower hydrogen absorption plateau slope. In addition, increasing the C14 Laves phase proportion seems to be beneficial in improving the hydrogen sorption kinetics and capacity (Table 1 and 2), according to the known properties of the C14 Laves phase [27,35].

Also, the strong dependency of the hydrogen absorption plateau slope on the type of the modifying elements can be seen in Fig. 10. For example, Alloys (1), (5), (7) and (11) possess
different slope values, while containing an equal amount of C14 Laves phase. Modification of the as-received alloy with a small amount of Ni in the Alloy 5 and Fe in the Alloy 7 seems to increase the hydrogen absorption plateau slope, whereas addition of V and Mn in the Alloy 11 results in a notable reduction in the hydrogen absorption plateau slope. The effect of the modifying elements on the hydrogen sorption plateau slope has been described [47,57,58] using the local chemical model developed by Ivey et al. [59]. The Laves phase hexagonal structure is capable of accommodating hydrogen in seven different types of tetrahedral interstitial sites despite having different affinity to hydrogen [34]. The introduction or substitution of modifying elements in either A or B sites can encourage the formation of other interstitial sites with different local chemical environments and therefore broaden the required pressure range for hydrogen absorption. For example, the introduction of Ti into the B sites can create a series of interstitial sites rich in Ti, such as Ti(2)Ti(2), Ti(2)TiB, and TiTi(3), showing different affinities to hydrogen [57]. Increasing the number of interstitial sites with the different local chemical environment will result in a higher hydrogen sorption plateau slope. Thus, off-stoichiometry alloys, where modifying elements are substituted in either A or B interstitial sites are expected to represent higher plateau slopes compared to the stoichiometric alloy. Nevertheless, such a trend cannot be observed in all our modified off-stoichiometry alloys. In fact, Alloy 14 with B/A ratio of 2.16 owns the lowest hydrogen absorption plateau slope among the modified alloys. It may imply that a change in the local chemical environment is not the only factor controlling the hydrogen sorption plateau slopes. Interstitial site occupations in metal hydrides have also been predicted using geometrical models [60], defining the minimum interstitial size to accommodate H atoms and the required minimum distance between two H occupied sites.
Determining the dimensions of the interstitial sites in the modified off-stoichiometry alloys may assist in predicting the interaction between H and specific interstitial sites. We believe, if the magnitude of energy difference for H occupation in the interstitial sites is minimised, a decline in the hydrogen sorption plateau slopes may be expected even for off-stoichiometry alloy.

Hysteresis has been observed for many metal hydrides systems and its origin has been related to the plastic deformation of the lattice as a result of strain during the hydrogenation, defects and dislocation formation [7,59,61]. Fig. 11 shows the relation between the mid-plateau pressure and hysteresis of the studied alloys. The overall trend suggests an elevation in hysteresis by increasing the plateau pressure. The effect of the modifying elements on the level of hysteresis seems to be less significant compared to the effect of plateau pressure, indicating the possibility of a substantial contribution from lattice strain on the level of hysteresis as the lattice size decrease. However, It should be noted that the level of impurities, the process history of alloy and the test conditions have been suggested to influence the hysteresis in metal hydrides [59]. Therefore, it seems less likely to reduce the hysteresis, particularly for the high-pressure alloys, through compositional modification as it mainly arises from the thermodynamics of the alloys.

5. Conclusions

A high-pressure Ti-Mn based alloy was developed to be employed in the high-pressure stage of a 2-stage MHHC capable of compressing hydrogen from an inlet pressure of 15 bar to above 350 bar, while the operating temperature not exceeding 130 °C. Compositional modification appeared to be an effective method to alter the thermodynamics, kinetics and hydrogen sorption characteristics of the alloy. An optimum off-stoichiometric composition
(Ti_{30.8}V_{15.8}Mn_{49.4} (Zr_{0.5}Cr_{1.1}Fe_{52.9})) for a high-pressure alloy was selected and synthesised from
the elements. Structural homogeneity of this alloy was enhanced by increasing C14 Laves
phase proportion as the main hydrogen absorption phase. The unit cell volume of the C14
Laves phase of this alloys was reduced compared to the commercial alloy (163.95 to 163.5
Å$^3$), leading to acceptable thermodynamics for the operation of the desired MHHC.
Increasing the Mn content of the alloy appeared to be the most effective method to
decrease the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume. In addition, enhanced structural
homogeneity had a notable effect on improving the activation process, hydrogen
ab/desorption kinetics and PCI characteristics of the alloy. In fact, more than 80% of
hydrogen could be ab/desorbed from the alloy in less than 5 min. This alloy showed the
least plateau slope among the studied alloys, possibly due to the increased C14 Laves phase
proportion and minimising the energy difference between available interstitial sites for
hydrogen occupation. Unlike the plateau slope, reducing the level of hysteresis through the
compositional modification seems to be less likely for high-pressure alloys as the
thermodynamics of the alloy seems to impact the hysteresis most. Cyclic property of the
modified alloy was monitored for more than 1000 cycles of hydrogen absorption and
desorption at 70 and 0.5 bar respectively. Only 9% reduction in hydrogen capacity was
observed between 265 and 655 cycles where the capacity remained unchanged until the
end of the measurements. Structural analyses before and after cyclic measurements
revealed the capability of the alloy to retain its C14 Laves phase structure with no sign of
degradation. The developed alloy will enable more efficient operation of MHHCs for high-
pressure hydrogen compression due to the desired PCI properties and durability.
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Figures:

Figure 1: XRD pattern of the as-received Ti-Mn based alloy (Alloy 1).

Figure 2: PCI curves of the as-received Ti-Mn based alloy (Alloy 1), showing hydrogen...
absorption (solid symbols) and desorption (half-filled symbols) at different temperatures.

Figure 3: Hydrogen absorption (a) and desorption (b) curves of the as-received Ti-Mn based alloy (Alloy 1)

Figure 4: Relationship between the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume and the plateau pressure of the studied alloys.
Figure 5: XRD patterns of the Alloy 14 after fabrication from elements (a) and after 1007 hydrogen absorption/desorption cycles.

Figure 6: PCI curves of the Alloy14 showing hydrogen absorption (solid symbols) and desorption (half-filled symbols) at different temperatures.
Figure 7: Hydrogen absorption (a) and desorption (b) curves of the Alloy 14

Figure 8: (a) shows a few room temperature cycles of the hydrogen absorption and desorption performed at 70 and 0.5 bar. A complete hydrogen absorption and desorption is considered as a cycle, accompanied by exo/endothermic heat profile of the sample. (b) is
hydrogen capacity of the Alloy 14 as a function of cyclic hydrogen absorption/desorption (dash line is a guide to the eye) measured in-situ at specific points.

Figure 9: The Estimated operational condition of the Alloy 14 when combined with a low-pressure alloy (Hydralloy C), calculated by the van’t Hoff equation. Red arrows show the operation steps, i.e. (1) hydrogen absorption and desorption at the low pressure stage, (2) admittance of hydrogen that is 1.5 times higher than the plateau pressure of the Alloy 14, achieved by increasing the low stage temperature, and (3) compressing hydrogen above 350 bar by increasing the high stage temperature to 130 °C.
Figure 10: Changes in the hydrogen absorption plateau slope of the studied alloys according to the C14 Laves phase content of the alloys.

Figure 11: Changes in the level of hysteresis as a function of mid plateau pressures of the studied alloys.
Tables:

Table 1: Compositional modification of the as-received Ti-Mn based alloy. Included are compositional analyses of the modified alloys obtained by EDS (with an average error of ±2%), B:A atomic ratio, phase abundance (%), and the C14 Laves phase unit cell volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Added elements (g) to 2g of the as-received alloy</th>
<th>EDS composition (at. %)</th>
<th>B:A atomic ratio</th>
<th>Phase abundance (%)</th>
<th>C14 cell volume (Å³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 1</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>(Zr 1.2, Cr 1.4, Fe 3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 13</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesised from elements</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synthesised from elements

Alloy 14
Table 2: Thermodynamic, kinetic and PCI characteristics of the as-received and modified alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>( P_{ab} ) (mid plateau, 23 °C)</th>
<th>( \Delta H ) des. (kJ/mol H₂)</th>
<th>( \Delta S ) des. (J/Kmol)</th>
<th>H capacity (wt%, @90 bar)</th>
<th>Hysteresis (ln(Pa/Pd), RT)</th>
<th>Slope d(lnP)/d(wt%)</th>
<th>Ab. Kinetic (80%, min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 1</td>
<td>25.8 (27 °C)</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 6</td>
<td>6.7 (21 °C)</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 7</td>
<td>17.6 (25 °C)</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>118.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 8</td>
<td>30.6 (21 °C)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 9</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 10</td>
<td>46.8 (24 °C)</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 11</td>
<td>42.3 (27 °C)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 12</td>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 13</td>
<td>52 (26 °C)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesised from elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 14</td>
<td>44 (26 °C)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Highlights

- A high-pressure hydrogen storage Ti-Mn based alloy was developed for hydrogen compression.
- Thermodynamics and kinetics of the alloy were tailored by the compositional modification.
- Key parameters controlling the hydrogen absorption plateau slope and hysteresis are discussed.
- Hydrogen storage properties of the developed alloy remained almost constant after 1000 cycles.